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The brandenburg artist Matthias Lück was born in Strausberg in 1984. Growing up

in the city of Müncheberg, which is known for its research location in the field of

agriculture, Matthias approached the traditional form of painting through

experience in the design areas of urban art. In his figurative imagery he captures

topics relevant to the time and relates them to one another with the aid of collage-

like pictorial spaces. His colored works have a narrative character.

Lück creates the respective stories through the painterly rendering of symbolic

everyday objects, which are provided with a dialogical order, affect each other and

the viewer. In search of his artistic focus, Matthias invites you on a journey. It

opens up a world with plenty of scope for your own interpretations and

approaches.

“Change the world, she needs it. "

 Bertolt Brecht



Hello Dear MATTHIAS LÜCK. Congrats for

being selected interview artists by The Bold

Modern. Your work includes symbolic

approach and leading to thinking of different…
What is the experience that has influenced

your work the most?

Thank you for the interest in my work. The so-called

symbolic approach in my work is sometimes stronger and

sometimes less structured. I like to tell little stories or

even fairy tales. I like to throw current topics, invented

and historical things together, stir vigorously and I am

often amazed at what comes out of it. While actively

strolling through the world and soaking up everything

that concerns me and my environment as far as possible.

Like nothing else, art helps me to process what I have

experienced and absorbed and here and there offers the

basis for exchange and togetherness with other people.

How do you convey messages through your all

the different kind of works? Do you have main

common idea of your works?

If there is a main idea, then it will surely reformulate

itself again and again and develop further. In addition to

all the theoretical content, my work should always retain

its beautiful character. That means that everyone who

likes to look at colored pictures should find access as well

as someone who wants to talk about content. So there is

no rigid main idea. When I look back on my work over the

past 5 years, I'm so excited to see how I've developed.

There is no stagnation, no 3 works that are the same in

the way they are presented. There is a development to be

seen and that pleases me the most.

You have many different professional skills

except art. How do you find balance between

them?

I'm just a vessel filled with all of these abilities. All of my

interests and skills have a stake in everything I do. I can

tie in meticulous detail wire figures and rejoice in their

shape and color or grow house and garden and rejoice in

nature. I am a passionate artist and that manifests itself

in many areas of life without my active involvement.

When I build something and then create it from scratch, it

is often instinctual and at the beginning certainly on a

rather simple and child-like level. I always enjoy trying

new things and am happy about every progress that is

sometimes easier and sometimes more difficult to

achieve.



Which are your inspirations when you are

creating your art?

As already mentioned, I move through the world with my

eyes and ears wide open and record as much as possible. I

like to discuss a lot and explain the world to myself in my

pictures, which is often a bit weird and inexplicable. I am

a passionate radio listener (Deutschlandfunk Kultur) and

see the radio as the gateway to the world, especially in

the last two years it has been more than useful. Audio

books are an important source of relaxation and fantasy,

here you are constantly in the process of transforming

what you have heard into pictures in your mind's eye.

Would you talking about your upcoming

projects? What issues do you plan to produce?

Would you like attend your art and art

workshops through residency programs in all

over? 

Could you please share your messages to global

art market in your approach also for your

audiences?

My current project is to make my hometown a little more

colorful and I hope the city will continue to give it the

opportunity. There are also a few subtle ideas to combine

painting, music and theater. There are also one or two

other project ideas, but still without a clear idea of   how

financially viable. 

For me, however, the most exciting project that is still to

come this year is the establishment, or rather the

construction of my own studio. There I can again

incorporate a hundred ideas and create myself mentally

and physically. 



Art workshops take place again and again, I have been trying for some time to improve something in my immediate

environment and to interest people in art or, better still, to level an opportunity to get into the topic. I attend many

booths and festivals in the area and help people discover their skills. 

I like to read open calls for residency programs and dream my way to distant countries. Unfortunately, my vacation is

limited and besides a normal job with 40 hours of work per week this is difficult to realize, but here, too, a lot should

change in the near future. 


